Euroform RFS is an innovative Italian VET and adult training organization established in 1996, accredited by the government of the Italian Republic. Its mission is to give attention to ICT-based training (we have IT company assisting us in developing innovative training tools), innovative training methods, transparency in validating and assessing the learning outcomes, gives attention to NEETs through Youth Guarantee and ESF Employment Operational programmes. To conclude Euroform RFS has an experience in working with ECVET tools and in evaluating the learning outcomes achieved through non formal and in-formal training. Euroform RFS is based in three Italian cities – TURIN, NAPLES and COSENZA.

Euroform also makes a part of Consortium dealing with migrants and refugee/asylum status seekers and has participated in numerous projects on the immigration topics. Euroform RFS has significant experience in implement study analyse, in developing training curricular, in planning and supervision dissemination and exploitation activities, in implementing pilot and testing, etc.

Euroform has successfully worked for more than 20 years in different EU and it has gained a significant experience in organizing traineeships, in constituting a wide network of national partners willing to host your students. Finally, since 2015 Euroform is also in possess of Erasmus+ VET Mobility Charter 2015 – 2020 (2015-1-IT01-KA109-004882). VET Mobility Charter was accredited by the European Commission to Euroform as it demonstrated to be an organization with a strong record of successfully organised high-quality mobility projects (incoming/outgoing) for VET learners and staff. It is a guarantee for the qualitative mobility project!

A short video spot you can find clicking on this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XciIAhsoRE

If you are looking for a reliable partner with a long-term experience for your projects or any kind of initiative under the framework of the new Erasmus+ Programme, please, do not hesitate to contact Euroform.

If you have any questions, please, let us know and we will be happy to assist you.

Please visit http://www.euroformrfs.it/en/ for more information or follow us on Facebook (EUROFORM RFS) to know more on our daily activities.
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